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“These are poems that remember, that conjure, that define and defy, 
that locate. ‘To be a Mapuche poet is to be a researcher, historian, 
anthropologist, semiotician, linguist, officiant,’ Ancalao writes. The 
poems in this collection are a reckoning and interrogation of the  
narrative of the benevolent (Western/-minded) naturalist; they are 
a waking and awakening, of the forgetful and the forgotten. The 
violence, they remind us, is in the silence, but in our mother tongues 
we find ourselves. In the silenced tongues of indigenous peoples 
lives an affinity to the land and to those stewards severed from their 
lands across borders of time and geography. In their voicing, then, 
is resistance, resilience, strength—and joy. That the poems appear 
in triplicate, each tongue conjured on the page, is a promise: the 
forgotten will not be silent anymore.”

Abigail Chabitnoy, author of How to Dress a Fish

“Liliana’s poetry is a gesture of resistance to the politics of silencing, 
forgetting, and plundering. Her verses hurt us in our bodies. They 
masterfully weave together threads of rage, tenderness, and 
amazement. They offer us horizons to the future.” 

Ana Cacopardo, journalist & documentarian 

“As a chisel of ice, Liliana Ancalao’s profound and vibrant poetry 
carves nahuel words from the sacred land. It gives them the form 
of a kimun arrow so as ‘to guide their return to the territory.’ From 
the galaxy to the sky below, her poetry expands our sororal universe 
and leaves its footprint on we females. Multiplied ‘like the birds of 
Elal.’ Embodied seeing a new ‘dawning of the world with two scars on 
her back,’ being weaving and trees and branches, being ‘buffalo of 
water.’ Waiting ‘to receive the sun / the sun of always.’”

Karina Bidaseka, doctor of social sciences


